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For thousands of years, countries have relocated their capitals, motivated by a variety of
reasons. New capitals have been built to reflect political restructuring, create a central or
neutral city that avoids partisan conflicts, develop an underserved region, or ease pressure
on an existing city, among other reasons. Egypt itself has shifted its capital at least 25 times
over the 5,000 years of its recorded history.
In 2015, Egypt unveiled its next capital: a brand-new city to house all branches of government, diplomatic missions, the tallest tower in Af rica and up to 7 million people by the
time all three phases of the project are complete in 2050. Temporarily dubbed the New
Administrative Capital (NAC), the city spans 1,500 square kilometers between New Cairo
and Ain Sokhna, making it the largest of 20 fourth-generation cities under construction
nationwide, all part of the Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS): Egypt Vision 2030.

Why build a new capital?
Accommodate a growing population: According to Prime Minister Mostafa Madbouli, the NAC and other new cities “are not a luxury but essential to housing a growing
population.” Egypt’s total population exceeded 102 million as of October 2021 and is
expected to almost double by 2078. According to the United Nations, Egypt’s fertility
rates are on the rise and the population is growing 1.8% annually, adding nearly one
million citizens in the nation’s already crowded cities every six months. In addition to
an overall need to create housing and employment opportunities for the increasing
number of citizens, one of the NAC’s goals is to take the pressure off Greater Cairo. Cairo
alone holds nearly 20 million people—one fifth of the population—and is expected to
double that by 2050. Cairo was the most congested city in Africa in 2020.
Urbanization: Growing Egypt’s inhabited land area is another driver. Egypt has the
largest, most densely settled population in the Middle East and North Africa. Only 8%
of Egypt’s total area of 1 million square kilometers is inhabited, with 95% of the population living on only 4% of the land, concentrated in the Nile Valley and Nile Delta. The
government’s mass urbanization plans should grow the inhabited land area to 14% by
2050.
Expand transportation networks: Each year, an estimated 200,000 new cars
are added to Cairo, causing major traff ic congestion in the capital. According
to World Bank’s 2014 estimates, traff ic congestion costs Egypt EGP 47 billion
(about 2% of GDP in 2020) annually. While a massive expansion of Greater Cairo’s
roads, bridges and metro system is in progress, the NAC offers the opportunity
to create an integrated transportation system that offers multiple public transit
options and eff iciently manages traff ic flow.
Attracting foreign and local investment: Attracting foreign direct investment (FDI)
has long been a national goal, seen as key to addressing economic challenges, growing
the private sector, improving foreign currency liquidity, integrating Egypt with international markets and improving its global economic competitiveness. As a city being
developed from the ground up, the NAC is a magnet for significant FDI inflows across
a broad spectrum of sectors, including real estate, power, ICT, education, healthcare,
transport and logistics, and much more.

The investment opportunities extend beyond the new capital city’s limits. The NAC is a natural extension of New Cairo, whose suburbs are growing with El Shorouk’s expansion and the
Mostakbal City project currently in progress. Back in Cairo, properties vacated by government
entities and diplomatic missions hold significant potential for real estate developers. The NAC is
connected with Greater Cairo and the Suez Canal Zone through several major arteries such as
the Regional Ring Road and Cairo-Ain Sokhna Road, making it attractive for investment projects
at either end of the routes.

Experiences from other Countries

In the long list of countries that have attempted to move their capitals, there are
success stories and challenges. Egypt can learn f rom their experiences, especially f rom its regional peers and countries with similar economies and social
conditions.
Abuja, Nigeria (1991): Nigeria is the largest economy in Africa and
27th-largest in the world with a GDP of USD 397.3 billion in 2020, only
10% higher than Egypt’s (which ranked 34th). The country is oil rich
but has a growing population taking a toll on its economic performance.
Nigeria started constructing Abuja in the 1980s and officially moved the capital from Lagos to the new city in
December 1991. The location for the new capital, the
first planned city to be built in Nigeria, was chosen
for its central location (about 500 km northeast
of Lagos), easy accessibility and the availability of
land for future expansion. It also has a cooler climate and less humidity than Lagos.
Abuja’s Central Business District is anchored by the
Three Arms Zone, which includes the presidential palace,
the National Assembly, the Supreme Court, the National Arboretum, the National Christian Centre, the National Mosque
and Millennium Park. The district also houses the city hall, national cultural institutes and other government off ices. (Lagos still
houses many government agencies.) The city includes residential and
commercial areas, an international airport and multiple expressways
connecting the federal capital with other cities.
Abuja was initially designed to replace an overcrowded Lagos with a planned
and controlled city. The new capital’s peak population was meant to be 3 million
people, settled in over four phases of development. As economic opportunities
became available in Abuja, the population has swelled, growing 6% per year between
2009 and 2020. Among the new residents are not only people migrating for jobs, but
also refugees fleeing conflict f rom other parts of the country.
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Given the concentration of government and commercial facilities in the Central Business District, housing is usually cheaper at the outskirts of the city. With 40% of Nigerians living below the poverty level, according to 2019 data, cheaper housing has
translated into informal settlements of rudimentary shacks with little to no waste
management services. While low-income workers such as messengers, drivers
and cleaners are essential to the city, there are few provisions or services targeting this population.

Brasilia, Brazil (1960): Brazil is a similar emerging market to Egypt
with a rapidly growing population. The trade-dependent country is Latin America’s largest economy, exporting its abundant
natural resources such as coffee, grains, sugar, citrus, building materials and cattle. Like Egypt, Brazil is a diversif ied
economy that relies on its agriculture, industry and oil
to drive growth.
Brazil commissioned a centrally located, purpose-built city to replace Rio de Janeiro as capital
in the 1950s. Named Brasilia, the new capital was inaugurated in 1960. The city was designed in an airplane
shape, with the ‘cockpit being Three Powers Square, Brazil’s
political center housing the legislative, executive and judicial
powers. Stretching off a narrow 3.5-kilometer esplanade are two
‘wings’ forming the city’s residential areas.
The city’s design was masterminded by urban planner Lucio Costa, landscaper Roberto Burle Marx and architect Oscar Niemeyer, who went on to
receive a Pritzker Prize for his lifetime work. Its famous modernist architecture made Brasilia a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987, which limits redevelopment despite the city’s significant population growth.
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Under Brasilia’s Pilot Plan, detailing every feature of the city’s construction, the capital
was originally designed for approximately 500,000 people. In 2021, Brasilia’s population
reached 4.7 million, with less than 10% residing in the area designated in the original
plan. The vast majority of the population live in 27 satellite cities, which range from
well-built cities to informal settlements. Most of these cities grew through land
speculation and informal construction.

Dodoma, Tanzania (2016): Tanzania is one of Africa’s fastest-growing
economies, registering growth of nearly 7% since the 2000s up until the COVID-19 pandemic. Considerably smaller than Egypt and
suffering from widespread poverty (with a poverty rate of nearly 50%), Tanzania relies heavily on its tourism sector, which
makes double-digit contributions to both annual GDP
and employment.
In 1973, Tanzania decided to move its capital from
Dar es Salaam to Dodoma, an agricultural region
480 kilometers away—an eight-hour trip by public bus. Its central location was considered ideal for diverting development away from a single
coastal city and bringing government services closer
to the people. Unlike Abuja and Brasilia, Dodoma was
an already existing settlement, with the population engaged in small-scale farming. There were few hotels, restaurants and other urban amenities.
According to the initial 1973 plan, the move should have been completed by 1983, but work had not even started by then. A lack of resources coupled with national economic problems, resistance from officials and the attraction of Dar es Salaam all contributed to the failure of the
original timeline. Work finally started on the project in 1983 and was meant
to be complete in 2005; by that year, only the parliament had been relocated to
the new capital. While the move to Dodoma was never officially abandoned, the
project was quietly shelved as Dar es Salaam remained the de facto seat of power.

Elected in 2015, Tanzanian President John Magufuli revived the project, ordering all government
institutions to immediately relocate to Dodoma. Amid concerns about Dodoma’s capacity to
accommodate government departments and staff, the state secured USD 500 million in loans
from the African Development Fund to upgrade electricity, water and other infrastructure for
the area. By 2021, all government ministries and major public institutions had their head offices
in Dodoma.
Dodoma is connected by air, road, and rail with major cities such as Dar es Salaam, Arusha
and Tanga, and the government announced in April 2021 plans to construct Msalato International Airport outside the city. Since Magufuli’s death in March 2021, resistance to Dodoma
has resurfaced in some media outlets. Few people have moved there permanently, and one
local columnist reported that investors are hesitant about projects in the new capital. The
2021 World Factbook calls Dodoma the legislative capital and Dar es Salaam the administrative capital.
Comparing New Capital Projects
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Lessons Learned

The examples above illustrate some common challenges as well as the elements key to
successfully relocating a capital to a new city.
Affordable housing: A new capital requires workers across the economic spectrum, from executives to street sweepers. Without housing options available
for all classes, large segments of the population will be locked out of the
city. This is the problem Nigeria and Brazil face today: The large number of essential workers that both cities require cannot find adequate,
affordable housing and have resorted to shanty towns and informal
settlements on the outskirts of Abuja and Brasilia.
One of the goals of Egypt’s Strategic Development Strategy is eliminating
informal settlements around Cairo by 2030. The government is continuing its
Inclusive Housing Finance Program, which thus far has benefitted 287,600 households between 2015 and 2020. A number of national housing projects—including
Social Housing, Sakan Misr and Dar Misr—are located in rising cities such as Badr, El
Shorouk, New Heliopolis and Tenth of Ramadan, all located within 50 km of the NAC.

Transportation networks: Brasilia in particular failed to incorporate public transportation in its Pilot Plan, which further limited access and opportunities for
workers essential to a successful city. A way to offset overcrowding and traffic congestion in a new capital is to provide strong transportation networks
that simplify the commute from suburbs.
To address this, Egypt is building several transportation lines linking
the NAC with Greater Cairo. Among them is a 54-kilometer monorail
from Nasr City to the new capital, with the first phase set to open in
March 2022. There is also a new high-speed electric rail network linking
the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea, passing through the NAC; this section
of this line will be operational in 2023.
In terms of roads, the NAC is connected to four of Greater Cairo’s main arteries:
the East Ring Road and Regional Ring Road as well as the Cairo-Suez and Cairo-Ain
Sokhna highways. The city’s road network is designed according to the new capital’s
maximum population density. To facilitate commutes by vehicle, the NAC will rely on an
intelligent traffic system (ITS) that uses the latest technologies to manage traffic flow and
improve enforcement of traffic laws. In May 2021, the Administrative Capital for Urban Development (ACUD) company launched a tender to develop an ITS, smart bus system and electric car
charging stations.
Utilities and other infrastructure: Providing adequate utilities is also a challenge while relocating capitals and is one of the main reasons for project delays. Brasilia and Abuja have suffered
from lack of waste management and other services outside the city limits, while Tanzanian utility service providers for water, electricity and telecommunications had to be given an ultimatum
to upgrade and expand their services as part of preparations for the move.
In March 2015, Egypt commissioned a power station for the NAC as part of its expansion of the
nation’s electricity generation capacity: the 4.8 gigawatt combined-cycle plant, one of the largest in the world, came online by the middle of 2018. In October 2020, Egypt enacted the new
Waste Management Law 202 of 2020 to regulate the industry and improve waste disposal and
recycling nationwide. The bill’s provisions include the vital integration of the private sector in
infrastructure projects including drinking water, wastewater and sanitation, and irrigation. The
law also establishes investment incentives for informal garbage collectors, small companies,
private contractors and recycling centers to legally set up shop, to draw the private sector in.
Another challenge the NAC might face is fragmentation, which was evident in Tanzania’s
Dodoma. Given the number of developers involved in the NAC, there is a potential risk
of a fragmented community, with fully developed plots ready for occupants next to
uncompleted projects. This could lead to substantial delays in attracting residents to
the NAC.
Capital city relocations are a common theme in political and economic development. In the last century alone, more than 30 nations have relocated to or built completely new capital cities, including Australia, India,
Malaysia, Pakistan and Turkey, among others. More than 40 countries around the globe are currently evaluating moving the seats
of their governments to other cities. Drawing on the lessons from
other countries, Egypt has been working to incorporate all the elements needed to make the shift to the New Administrative Capital
successful, with sufficient investments in residential, social and transportation infrastructure. The integration of Egypt’s private sector, which
makes up more than 70% of GDP, will also be a deciding factor in the degree
of its success over the long term.

The New Administrative Capital at a Glance

• 170K acres
• 4 main axes

• 20 km from Cairo
• 45 km from Ain Sokhna
• 80 km from Suez

• 70% of rooftops covered with solar panels
• 30% of the area serves business sector
• 40% of road infrastructure
allotted to pedestrians
• 15 sqm of green space per capital
• 35-km Green River maintained through
sustainable water management systems

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL)

NAC Features

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

• 20 residential districts
• 1.5 million units

• 20 residential districts
• 1.5 million units

GOVERNMENT

OTHER

• Presidential Palace
• Ministries
• Government bodies

• International airport
• Medical City
• Expo City
• Universities
• Retail malls
• Amusement park

NAC Phase one: In progress

Developing 45 sq.
km (10,500
feddans).

Includes the new
headquarters for
all ministries and
government
agencies.

Will house up
to 5 million residents,
including 60,000
civil servants.

Will be fully
complete by
2030.

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL)

NAC’s Central Business District
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